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INTERPRETATION OF AC IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS IN SOLIDS*
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Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
INTRODUCTION
In order to use solid materials most effectively in
solid electrolyte applications, they need to be characterized as fully as is practical. Here, one useful method of
electrical response characterization will be discussed:
measurement of the response when a small-signal sinusoidal
potential difference is applied across a sample. A great
deal more can be learned from the frequency and temperature
dependence of the resulting impedance than from ordinary DC
or single-frequency AC conductance measurements alone.

An exact solution of an idealized model of a system involving homogeneous material between two identical plane
parallel electrodes separated by a distance t has recently
been given. l,2 It incorporates the following five physical
processes: charge separation, adsorption-desorption and
charge transfer at electrodes, diffusion effects, and bulk
generation-recombination (G/R). Many impedance results 3,4
and considerable background information 2 have already been
presented; space limitation precludes their recapitulation
here. Instead, the present work will concentrate on the
use of earlier and current complex impedance plane results
to illustrate methods of characterizing materials in terms
of (a) pertinent equivalent circuits and (b) basic quantities such as mobilities, reaction rates, etc. derivable from
equivalent circuit elements.
*Work supported by U. S. National Science Foundation
(Grant No. DMR 75-10739).
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PERTINENT PARAMETERS
Figure 1 shows the rquivalent circuit following most
directly from the model.
All circuit elements will be
given for unit electrode area. In general, Gi(O) = Gi O is
finite and Ri(OO) is zero. Thus, the circuit necessarIly incorporates an w = 0 resistive path, Bu' and as w + 00, ordinary bulk response involving the geometric capacitance C =
8/4TI~, and th bulk resistance, R = t/[(ez )(~ n + ~ pg)].
Here R: l = I + ~li € is the di~lectric c5nst~nE of Ptrre
materiali ~ and ~ are the mobilities of negative and positive charge~ of eqgilibrium concentrations n e and Pei and
the valence numbers, z and z of these charges have, for
simplicity, been takennequal ~o z here. For an intrinsic
e
conduction situation, n e = Pe = c..
The dielectric relaxa~
tion time Tn = RooC is also equal to €/4TIcr, where a = t/Roo
is the high-frequeBcy limiting conductivity of the material.
It is often convenient to use the normalized frequency ~ =
Wen and to normalize circuit elements with Roo and C. Such
normalization will be denoted by a subs cript "N." Thus,
~N = Ru/Roo' GiN = Ci/C g, etc. Also, let TIm = ~n/~p'
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General equivalent circuit following from theory.
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For simplicity, the present analysis will deal primarily with complete blocking at the electrodes of mobile positive charges. Negative charges, however, may react at the
electrodes with a heterogeneous rate constant k , related
to a dimensionless boundary parameter r by k n:: (D /t)r =
(kT).l / tez ) r .. Here k is Boltzmann' s cgnstant T th~ absgn
e n
lute temperature, and i the proton charge. When r = 0,
negative charges are also completely blocked, a (r n ,r ) =
(0,0) situation. In the presence of adsorption, r P b~comes
complex,5,6 and one must introduce both its low-fr~quency
limiting value r
and its high-frequency value r
as well
as the internal ~8sor~tion relaxation time LA' 8~nerationl
recombination effects 7 , 8 will be largely negl~cted in the
present work. Define N as the net concentration of extrinsic centers, assumed fully dissociated, and N. as the concentration of neutral intrinsic centers befor~ any dissociation. Then X :: N 12z c. will determine the degree of extrinsic
conductio~ ana 2i / N.1- the amount of intrinsic dis,
,
soclatlon present.
EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
Although the model l yields relatively simple expressions for the ~ and ~,~ of Fig. 1, that for ZiN ::
R'N + (i~C'N)-l ~s very ~omplicated, making it orten difficGlt to us~. Further, many of the effects of the five principalprocesses incorporated in the model are buried in the
frequency dependence of C.(w) and Ri(w). Therefore, it is
worthwhile to consider otEer kinds of circuits which may
still represent the physical processes present adequately.
All linear circuits not containing inductance can be
represented by either the Maxwell model, the left circuit
of Fig. 2, or the Voigt model, the right circuit. By proper
choice of element values, these two circuits can be made to
have the same total impedance ZT at all frequencies. The
right-hand circuit of Fig. 2 has been used to represent Nlayer Maxwell-Wagner (M-W) interfacial polarization. 9,ID
In this theory, it is assumed that the material involves N
separate layers, each with its specific dielectric constant
and conductivity. The two-layer model, being simplest, has
often been used. It could be appropriate for a two-phase
material such as a pressed and/or sintered compact in which
somewhat conducting particles were dispersed in a matrix of
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Fig. 2

Two equivalent circuits which may have the same
overall impedance.

different conductivity or, in the absence of a matrix, the
particles themselves might have a more or less homogeneous
central region surrounded by oxygen-rich surface layers.
Alternatively, the two layers might represent bulk and surface regions of a macroscopic sample. The two-layer model
has been modified in various ways: for example by considering it as a two-layer ca
with a continuous distribution of relaxation times I or by assuming l 2 Schottky barriers are present in one of the layers and may cause the resistance and capacitance of the layer to depend upon the potential difference across it.

1acitor

Notice that the M-W model even with the above generalization is rather simplistic. In a real N-layer M-W material,
one might expect that each layer or phase could separately
involve many of the physical effects discussed above.
Since the present homogeneous-material model can often
lead to ZT(w) response of essentially just the kind predicted
by the infiomogeneous-material M-W model with N = 2 or 3, unless it is known that the material is strongly inhomogeneous,
it seems wise first to try to analyze its response on the
basis of a homogeneous model. If this is insufficient, then
two such homogeneous models connected in series and involving
different parameters might be considered. While it may sometimes be easy to mistake the response of a homogeneous system for an inhomogeneous one, distinction between them can
frequently be made on the basis of their possibly different
responses to a change of electrode separation distance, i.
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Although the two circuits of Fig. 2 may.be made entirely equivalent electrically, they may not be equivalent
in terms of interpretive power for characterization purposes. When these circuits are thought to be appropriate,
which one should be used? If each of the main processes
which lead to the electrical response considered separately
produces one of the series RC branches of the left-hand circuit, then this circuit will generally be more appropriate
than the right-hand one, which will then characteristically
involve mixtures of processes for each parallel RC section.
From this point of view, dielectric relaxation with a distribution of relaxation times (N finite or infinite) seems
better represented, as is customary, by the left than the
right circuit. For a M-W system, involving layers physically in series, however, clearly the right hand one should
be employed.
Further, when impedances or admittances (or complex dielectric constants 13) are to be plotted as parametric functions of frequency in the complex plane, admittance plane
(or complex dielectric constant) plots will be more appro~
priate when the left-hand circuit is the preferred one and
impe2ance plane plots will be more appropriate for the right
one.
For the present homogeneous model where, at least in
the limit of very loosely coupled processes, each parallel
RC section is associated with a separate process or physical region, impedance plane plotting is therefore preferred
and will result in a connected series of arcs, each again
associated with a single process and a single RC section.
Analysis will then be greatly simplified since mixture of
processes and effects will be avoided.
While straightforward transformation equations exist
which lead from known values of the elements of the righthand circuit of Fig. 2 to values of the left-hand circuit
elements, direct solutions for the reverse transformation
are not very practical for N > 2. It would therefore be
desirable if the present model led directly to a Voigt type
of circ~it instead of that of Fig. 1. Although it is not
self-evident that the model can often be well represented by
a Voigt circuit, it indeed can be. 3,4
The resulting approximate circuit is shown in Fig. 3-a.
This is an N = 5 Voigt system except that the last two
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(a) Equivalent circuit following from the present model.
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sections may involve frequency dependent elements. The designations of the sections are appropriate only for very
loose coupling; i.e., each time constant must differ from
all others by at least a factor of 10 2. Surprisingly, however, it turns out, based on least squares analysis of exact model results, that the circuit shown here is o f ten an
excellent approximation even in the close-coupled case.
Then we must designate the elements as C and ~, with k =
k
1,2, •.. ,5. It is hoped that future work will reveal how
these parameters, each of which may in the close-coupled
case depend on all processes, can be related to the basic
material characterization parameters.
For simplicity, most of the following results will apply only to the intrinsic-conduction loosely coupled case.
Unless the recombination internal relaxation time is much
greater than Tn' contrary to the intrinsic-conduction prediction of the Langevin diffusion theory of the bimolecular
recombination constant,2 it turns out that the G/R contribu5
tion, ZG' to ZT ~ I Zk' is negligible compared to the other
k=l
contributions to ZT' When it is not negligible, CG and RG
mayor may not be frequency independent,2 depending on the
value of n. Possible generation/recombination effects will
be conside~ed in detail elsewhere.
Fig. 3-b is a plot of Z; = Re(ZT) - i[Im(ZT)] in the
complex plane for a loosely coupled situation. Arrows indicate the direction of increasing frequency. Frequently,
not all these arcs will be significant at the same time.
The G/R arc is shown dotted since it may be negligible under most conditions and may be either semicircular or similar in shape to the finite-length Warburg diffusion arc 3
shown at the right. The sizes of the arcs depend on the
process parameters; they may thus vary widely in relative
magnitude. They have only been shown roughly similar here
in order to fit all five on the same diagram. Further, the
order in which specific arcs appear may vary greatly depending on the time constants involved. The theory does not
allow the AIR arc to occur at higher frequencies than the R
are, however. Further, in cases of practical interest, the
B arc will always lie at the left.
The present model, when well approximated by the circuit
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of Fig. 3-a, leads to

where ok' is Kronecker's delta and TkN = ~NCk' In the
usual ca~e where the normalized bulk time cons~ant is well
'\i
'\i
separate~ from'\ithe others ~LkN >~ TIN = LBN ~ 1, k = 2 to
5), R = ~N = 1 and C = C N = 1. Approx~mate expresl
1N
sions ~or tMe other normalize~ parameters will be discussed
in the next section. Note that each semicircle of Fig. 3-b
is associated with one of the k = 1 to 4 terms, while the
k = 5 term accounts approximately for finite-length Warburg
response.

4
Sometimes, experimental arcs are depressed (less than
a semicircle), possibly arising from a continuous distribution in one or more of the elements of the given process.
Under some circumstances, the present model can yield some
depression for the reaction arc without distributed elements, however. 4 Depression can be accounted for heuristically in the present approximate approach by writing 4,14
each k = 1 to 4 denominator in (1) in the Cole-Cole13 form
.L-Ci
[1 + (iQT
k j , where Uk is a distribution parameter
kN)
which is zero when there is no distribution. 13 It is sometimes found experimentally that the straight line portion
of the diffusion arc lies at an angle different from the
theoretical Warburg value of rr/4. One possible way of accounting heuristically for such a result is to raise the
k = S [tanh( )1/2]/( )1/2 quotient to the (1 - CiS) power,
with -1 ~ a < 1. This modification is quite similar in
effect to t~e skewed-arc Davidson-Cole heuristic relaxation
distribution modification. 1S It is likely to be more appropriate here, however, since the approximate k = S term
in Eq. (1) follows directly from the detailed model when

as

= O.

Finally, the circled "e's" and "i's" in Fig. 3-b stand
for extensive and intensive. Here "intensive" means that
the Rand C parameters of the arc are independent of ~.
Arcs or portions of arcs which are extensive will, in contrast, change with change in ~, helping somewhat to identify
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an experimental arc as being associated with a specific
process in the loosely coupled case.
CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS AND POSSIBILITIES
There are many different ways to plot frequency response
Some of them have been discussed else2resu1ts.
where.
It has been found that the present model (with
~
= a for all k) can lead to frequency dependence of C ,
t~e overall parallel capacitance of the system, of the ~orm
w-m over an appreciable range with m = 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2
and even some intermediate values. For characterization,
however, only a complex-plane Z;(w) plot is needed. Then,
the data may be analyzed with as many terms of Eq. (1) as
required, preferably by nonlinear least squares fitting (of,
e.g., Im[ZT(w)]), to determine the pertinent Rand C parameters. Equation (1) may be transformed to unnormalized
form by omitting N's, multiplying
the ~last term by R , and
~
changing ~ to w. Once R = Roo and Cl = C values have been
l
found, the remaining parameter
estimates ffiay be normalized
with them.
00

The remaining figures illustrate various response possibilities for the intrinsic-conduction, loose-coupled *ituation with G/R effects negligible. Figure 4-a shows ZT'
equivalent circuit, and YT = ZT l results in the simplest
situation, that of bulk response only: (r ,r ) = (00,00),
implying o~ic electrodes. Here, C1 _= C g cn, R = Ru =
B
1
R00 , w = t D1 = (Roog
C)-I, and G00 = R001 = (ez ei
~ /~)(~n + ~ p ).
B
Values of Roo (= RD here) and C can only yield, in this
ordinary conduction case, estim~tes of E and (~n + ~p)ci'
Somewhat more can be learned from the completely
blocking (0,0) case of Fig. 4-b. Here wB is as above but
w' involves a mixture of bulk and interface parameters.
Define the Debye len~th for the p,resent z = z = z case
as L = [EkT/4n(ez ) (n + p )]17 2 in thenextr~nsic~
intr£nsic situatio~. !fie effective Debye length, L , is
in general a frequency-dependent function of X, rec5mbination,7,8 and mobility parameters. For most practical
purposes, one may use L = L however. In the intrinsic
case one should use L ~ /2L D, for slow or zero (c. = N.) reD conditions: (a) h = 0, all
combination under theefollow~ng
p

"0

YT

o
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and (b) ~ «~, n '"> TI -1 . In this latter case, the frequency is tog highnfor pos~tive charges to move appreciably
in a half cycle and they thus act as if they were immobile.
Let M:: £./2LD and M :: £./2L , always taken »1 here. Then
it is found 2,4 in tEe prese~t case that C ~ M C = ~/8TIL ,
just the double-layer capacitance of two !ayer~ ~one at e~ch
electrode) in series. Here, where a value of C is availR
able, ~, c.,
and (~ n + ~ p ) can generally be found.
~

n,

For the (O,r ) situation of Fig. 4-c, the material can
n
"'( Me + r
'"
be even better characterized
.. Here CRN =
n), RRN =
l
2/rn, and w = T . One obta~ns the 4-b results when r =
R
0, of course. Here, where p »~, analysis yields esrimates of e , c.,
un , and kn ::nkno ::Pknoo • This is the situa~
tion where an electrode reaction is the limiting chemical
step. Note that ~N:: (1 + TI;l) [1 + (2/rn)] ~ 1 + ~N in
the present case.

R

Figure 5-a shows the complementary situation, that
where diffusion is the limiting step. Note that here V ,
the mobility of the discharging carrier, may be much sm~ller
than that of the blocked carrier. The low-frequency arc of
the z;diagram arises from the k = 5 term of Eq. (1). Its
initial (high-frequency) slope is unity when as = 0, the
only c~~e considered here. The height of this arc is a~£ut
0.42 TI R and its width about TI- 1R • Here Rn N ~ 1 + TI •
m
Thus f~r; «1, TI- 1Roo ' which i~ p~oportionat to
[~ (1 + TI ~]-1, inv~lves essentially only p , the smaller 2
mO~i1ity. m In the present case, T 5N may be ~pproximated b
bM [(2N. - c.)/c.]:: [(2 + TI + TI-1 ) / 4] [(2N. - ci)/c ]M2,
which tkkes rncoiplete intrin~ic di~sociation~(ci < N.t
into account. Thus, T :: T
~ (b£.2/2)(D + D )-1 ~
5
n
5NT D
[(2N - c.)/c.]. Clearly, T 5 can become very 1a¥ge and
i
W ~ 2.5~51 ~ery small when c «N .. The present k = 5
w
i
term needs some modification l 2 when i ~ M-l• When TI ~ 1,
analysis of data of the present type ~an yield estima~es of
~, c., p , and V
if N. is known independently or E, N.,
~ , knd
if M ~and tfius c i ) is obtainedindependentl~.
THe react~on rate constant,~ , will be too large here
(r »1) to be determinable from the data (reaction arc
n
too small to measure).

U

The results of Fig. 5-b can appear when adsorption of
a charged species on the electrode occurs. 5,6 The boundary
parameter r n is then complex, r n*, and may involve r no , rn~'
-
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'IJ

and ~An = 'ANI'D' In the loo~ely coupled case, ~An >
100 ~~; and-tor TI »1, CAN = sA r Iz. Then, data
ana1y~is can yiel~ estimates of £~ g~, ~ , k oo , and 'A~'
ln
The latter two quantities may themseLves
be nexpressed",",,'~n
terms of more basic properties of the system, as discussed
e1sewhere. S Note that when ~ » Rro and frequency response measurements don't extend to high enough frequencies
to delineate the bulk semicircle, the present adsorptionreaction results can be easily confused with the bulk-double
layer response of Fig. 4-b. The two similar responses can
be readily distinguished, however, on the basis of their
extensive or intensive dependence. Further, note that S-b
shows that the electrode reaction semicircle may appear even
in a kind of completely blocking situation, one where ~ =
roo
Unless frequency response measurements are extended to
sufficiently low frequencies to show the beginning of the
C capacitative rise, the presence of adsorption may not
A be recognized.
even
The conditions appropriate for the results shown in
Fig. 5-c are similar to those discussed above except that
r
~ 0 and r
> r
> O. In this case, loosely coupled
no
'IJ
no + r ), R- __ =
'IJ
'IJ
results
are Cno:> =
(M
(ZI r oo), CAN =
Z
RN
e 'IJ n oo
-liN
n
S r IZr ,and R
= Zr Ir r
,where r
r
- r .
H~¥e~oo~NnE (1 + ~-l) [1 :!f,m(Zn n~] = 1 + ~~ + Rno:> ~ no
1 + (Z/r ). The ra~ia1 frequeng~ at the peak of ~e AIR
. t h e present case, w -- ( 'D RAN CAN )-1 ~
arc, WA, nobecomes, ~n
A
,-~(r Ir ). It turns out for the situation of Fig. S-c
t~at Rg cg~pling increases and SAN decreases below ~ 100Me ,
w = ,;1 always remains larger than wz• In fact, C N de_
3
creases from the above C N » C N value and approacrtes the
smaller uncoupled C vafue of ~ , while C simultaneously
ZN
RN
increases above this value. At Ehe same tlme, R2N decreases
toward zero and R3N increases toward RuN - 1 ~ (Z/r ).
Thus, for sufficiently small S ,Z2N ~ 0, and 2 3 ~gen
plays the reaction role, invo1~ng as before the Houb1elayer capacitance and a reaction resistance of (2/rno)Rro ins. tead of the uncoupled RThe original
·R value of (2/r n ro )R.
reaction arc disappears and its place is filled by what was,
in the loosely coupled region, the adsorption-reaction arc.
Therefore, if only a single reaction arc is present, it will
usually be impossible to establish which of r
Or r
is
involved, although they are of course identicRl in tR~ absence of adsorption.

=

00
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There are numerous further curve-shapes which can arise
from Z3 ~ ZA in the loosely-coupled situation. Some of them
appear in Frg. 6-a. Note that when r
> r ,r
< 0 and
both CAN and RAN are negative, leadin~Oto tR; ne~~tive
capacitance arcs shown below the real axis. The largest
such semicircle, appearing for r
+ 00, is the mirror image
of the reaction semicircle. Fur~er when -Z < r
< 0,
no
~N < 0, and thus the differential resis~ance of the system
is negative in the low frequency limit. The result of
Fig. 6-b shows that a diffusion arc may appear at even lower
frequencies than the reaction and A/R arcs. Experimental
results of just this form have been found by Gabrielli. 16
Finally, Fig. 7 shows some further possible combinations of R, A/R, and D arcs. Typical parameter values
yieldinggresults similar to those of Fig. 7-a and 7-b are
r 00 = 10 , r
= 0 for 7-a and Z for 7-b ~
= Z ~ =
0
3
' .,An
'm
LO-1 , and Mno= Me = 10.
Values leading to shapes s~milar
to 7-c and 7-d are r
= 6, r
= 0 for 7-c and Z for 7-d,
~An = 4 x 108 , ITm =nio- l, an~oM = Me = 10 3. Notice that
th-e large decrease in r 00 has been compensated by a large
increase in ~An so thatnC
AN is roughly the same in the a, b
and c, d cases. Many other arc combinations are possible.
For example, any of the A/R arc shapes of Fig. 6-a could
occur at the right of the 7-cand 7-d diagrams, not just
those shown.
In conclusion, it is worthwhile to summarize some general expressions which should be useful for data analysis tn
arbitrary (O,r*), IT , and conduction-type situati~I).s. Let
~f = n*/p* ~ ~~ + ~)/(~ - X), where ~ = (1 + xZ) /Z. Here
X » 1 for strong n-type doping; X = 0 for intrinsic conditions; and X « -1 for strong p-type doping. Further, define 0 = IT f/ (1 + ITf ) and E: = IT / (1 + IT ), where tr = ~ ITf'
-1
nee
e
m
n
=
E:
[1
+
(Z/r
)].
For
loose
coupling
one
finds:
Then R
-1) N
n
no
'V
'V
'V
'V
'V
'V
'V
R1N = ~N = 1, C1N = CBN = 1; RZN = ~ = Z/E:nrnoo' CZN =
'V
'V
'V
'V
=
CRN = M + E: r oo ; and R3N = RAN = Zr (E: r oor ,C
'V
e
n n Z
nm n n no
3N
C = ~An(E:nr 00) IZE:nrnm. As already mentioned, Z~N will
o~en be negl~gible compared with the other contributions
to Z . The IT appearing in the fifth term of Eq. (1)
shou~ be repl~ced by the more general IT. The approximate
expression for '5N already given above m~y be used (with the
factor b given more generallyl) in the Z5N part of Eq. (1)
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or its a i 0 generalization. The quantity M usually may
5
be taken as M multiplied by a factor dependenE1q~ rr , recombination, and O.
This factor reduces to 3 0 I iW the
ndissociation
rr »1, ~ fu11
situation.
n
m
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